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PROMISES
By Heartland Herald Staff

Our long-time readers know that this newspaper was founded on Christian, Constitutional
and Conservative roots for the purposes of enlightenment, education and encouragement.
Sometimes, in reading about the current
news of what is happening around the world,
it is difficult to see anything that is positive
about the future. It is then that our editorial
staff remembers that our name, Herald, means
“an official messenger bringing news.” As
one definition states, “A good newspaper
should be a herald of truth.”
One measure of truth is whether or not
promises made are promises kept. Beginning
in 2016 it is our belief that the God on whose
Word America was founded, prepared an unlikely man to lead and restore this nation.
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Donald J. Trump made a promise to raise
the income for the lowest paid workers and by
2018 earnings were the best in 20 years.
He promised to bring companies back to
America and more than one trillion dollars
came home because of the TCJA bill he
signed.
He promised to make America energy independent, and the U.S. surpassed Russia and
Saudi Arabia to become the world’s largest
producer and exporter of crude oil.
He promised to fix the broken VA system
by removing employees with poor performance. Availability and access to and quality
of care for Veterans have improved dramatically.
Border walls were built; taxpayer funds
paid to organizations killing unborn babies
were cut off; the stock market broke closing
records 100 times reaching 131 all-time highs.
Most important, President Trump facilitated Middle East peace agreements once
thought impossible, and moved the U.S. embassy in Israel to the Holy City of Jerusalem.
When Biden, President In Name Only (PINO) was sworn into office under mounds of
suspicion of fraud, he carried on the legacy of
Obama, his former boss. “You can keep your
doctor.” (false). “We are the most transparent
administration ever!” (false). “We will not
shutdown the Keystone XL project or ban new

oil or gas leases on federal land.” (false). “We
never lock kids in cages.” (false).
Deep State puppet masters could not abide
having their broken promises paraded before
the public. Trump had to go and the gloves
were off to make that happen. Votes came
from the dead and non-citizens. Harvesting
ballots by unsolicited mail swelled the numbers. When even those illegal actions were not
enough, a secret night pause to run ballots
through the machines six or more times added
to the count. Then software programming
switched votes from Trump to Biden and the
rest is history…at least for now.
The greatest of all promises are not
manmade, but come from God who, in the
end, sets up and takes down kings. Daniel
2:21. He may use rulers like Nebuchadnezzar,
Pharaoh and even modern fascistic and repressive men and women to punish a nation that
refuses to repent of sinfulness.
We allowed God to be removed from our
schools and public places; our kids to be
taught twisted lies about sex and gender. We
made idols of material possessions and corrupted entertainment and ignored the over 60
million innocent lives ripped from the womb.
We, the good men and women who did
nothing, brought this on ourselves. Nineteen
million registered evangelicals who would
probably vote conservative, sat on their hands.
Shame on us and shame on our pastors for ignoring Exodus 18:21 that says, “You shall select out of all the people able men who fear
God, men of truth, those who hate dishonest
gain; and you shall place these over them as
leaders of thousands, of hundreds, of fifties
and of tens.” The Judeo-Christian responsibility to vote for moral leaders is clear.

And so we are reaping what we have sown,
as communism spreads its cancerous tentacles
through our lives.
Nevertheless God’s promise of iron tells us
in Isaiah 13:11, “I will punish the world for its
evil, and the wicked for their iniquity; I will
put an end to the pomp of the arrogant, and
lay low the pompous pride of the ruthless.”
Donald J. Trump may yet be restored as the
legitimate winner of 2020, or he may be the
driving force behind the next man chosen of
God. Whatever the result, we who have accepted the free gift of salvation, know that at
the end of the Book…good guys win and the
rtbwriter5163@gmail.com
evil one loses!!

HOW TO START A WAR
By Victor Davis Hanson

Wars often arise from uncertainty. When
strong countries appear weak, truly weaker
ones take risks they otherwise would not.

Sloppy braggadocio and serial promises of restraint can trigger wars, too. Empty tough talk
can needlessly egg on aggressors. But mouthing utopian bromides convinces bullies that
their targets are too sophisticated to counter
aggression.
Sometimes announcing “a new peace process” without any ability to bring either novel
concessions or pressures only raises false
hopes – and furor.
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Every new American president is tested to
determine whether the United States can still
protect friends such as Europe, Japan, South
Korea and Israel. And will the new commander in chief deter U.S. enemies Iran and North
Korea – and keep China and Russia from absorbing their neighbors? Joe Biden, and those
around him, seem determined to upset the
peace they inherited.
Soon after Donald Trump left office, Vladimir Putin began massing troops on the
Ukrainian border and threatening to attack.
Putin earlier concluded that Trump was dangerously unpredictable, and best not provoked.
After all, the Trump administration took out
Russian mercenaries in Syria. It beefed up defense spending and upped sanctions.
The Trump administration flooded the
world with cheap oil to Russia's chagrin. It
pulled out from asymmetrical missile treaties
with Russia. It sold sophisticated arms to the
Ukrainians. Russians concluded that Trump
might do anything, and so waited for another
president before again testing America.
In contrast, Biden often talks provocatively
– while carrying a twig. He has gratuitously
called Putin “a killer.” And he warned that the
Russian dictator “will pay a price” for supposedly interfering in the 2020 election.
Unfortunately, Biden's bombast follows
four years of a Russian-collusion hoax, fueled
by a concocted dossier paid for by the Democratic National Committee and the campaign
of 2016 Democratic presidential candidate
Hillary Clinton. Biden and others claimed
Trump was, in the words of Barack Obama's
former director of national intelligence, James
Clapper, a “Russian asset.”
If Biden is seeking to provoke a nation
with more than 6,000 deliverable nuclear

weapons, he is certainly not backing up his
rhetoric with force.
Biden may well decrease the Pentagon
budget. He also seems to have forgotten that
Trump was impeached for supposedly imperiling Ukraine, when in fact he sold Ukraine
weapons.
While Biden was talking loudly to Putin,
his administration was being serially humiliated by China. Chinese diplomats dressed down
their American counterparts in a recent meeting in Anchorage, Alaska. They gleefully recycled a domestic left-wing boilerplate that a
racist America has no moral authority to criticize China.
If Trump was unpredictably blunt, Biden is
too often predictably confused. And he appears frail, sending the message to autocracies
that America's commander in chief is not fully
in control.
Biden has not, as he promised, demanded
from China transparency about the origins of
the COVID-19 virus in Wuhan. By summer,
that plague may have killed 600,000 Americans.
More disturbing, as Russia puts troops on
the Ukrainian border, China is flying into
Taiwanese air space, testing its defenses – and
the degree to which the United States cares.
For a half-century, American foreign policy sought to ensure that Russia was no closer
to China than either was to the United States.
Now, the two dictatorships seem almost joined
at the hip, as each probes U.S. responses or
lack thereof. Not surprisingly, North Korea in
late March resumed its firing of missiles over
the Sea of Japan.
In the Middle East, Biden inherited a relatively quiet landscape. Arab nations, in historic fashion, were making peace with Israel.

Both sides were working to deter Iranianfunded terrorists. Iran itself was staggered by
sanctions and recession. Its arch-terrorist mastermind, Gen. Qasem Soleimani was killed by
a U.S. drone strike.
Under Trump, the United States left the
Iran nuclear deal, which was a prescription for
the certain Iranian acquisition of a nuclear
weapon. The theocracy in Tehran, the chief
sponsor of terror in the world, was in its most
fragile condition in its 40 years of existence.
Now, U.S. diplomats bizarrely express an
interest in restoring cordial relations with Iran,
rebooting the Iran deal and dropping sanctions
against the regime. If all that happens, Iran
will likely get a bomb soon.
More importantly, Iran may conclude that
the United States has distanced itself from Israel and moderate Arab regimes. One of two
dangers will then arise. Either Iran will feel it
can up its aggression, or its enemies will conclude they have no choice but to take out all
Iranian nuclear facilities.
Biden would do well to remember old
American diplomatic adages about speaking
softly while carrying a big stick, keeping China and Russia apart, being no better friend (or
worse enemy) and letting sleeping dogs lie.

"The ordaining of laws in favor of one
part of the nation, to the prejudice and
oppression of another, is certainly the
most erroneous and mistaken policy. An
equal dispensation of protection, rights,
privileges, and advantages, is what every part is entitled to, and ought to enjoy." —Benjamin Franklin (1774)
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WHERE HAVE ALL
OUR LEADERS GONE?
By Chaplain R.T. Byrum

If you are not among those who have been
brainwashed by the Leftist Socialist Democrat
ideology, then the daily dump of swamp waste
on America stinks to highest heaven. If the
odor were not bad enough, the corrosion it is
causing to the pillars of our nation is a harbinger for destruction.

How tragic is the diminishing number of
moral men and women like those who founded and built up this nation under God. Perhaps we have finally reached the bottom of the
barrel when Joe Biden became CEO of America Inc. by the fraudulent 2020 election. This
President In Name Only (PINO) received four
PINOcchios from Washington Post for false
claims in his long delayed pubic address.
As Biden’s rational abilities decline, the
Left appears to be setting the stage for replacing him with VPINO Kamala Harris. Allegedly having been a 29-year-old mistress of
Mayor Willie Brown (60) of San Francisco,
she rose quickly in the ranks of public office.
Her non-citizen parents from India and Jamaica were in the USA pursuing graduate degrees
when they married and Harris was born in
Oakland, California in 1964.
Arguably, from a Constitutional viewpoint,
she is legally able to assume the post of PINO

should Biden be replaced, but then, by the
same token, so could any other “anchor baby”
who remains in the U.S. and surpasses 35
years of age (think about that!)
More disturbing is her communistic agenda
of eliminating the entire fossil fuel industry,
the private healthcare industry and the private
ownership of guns (goodbye 2nd Amendment.) No surprise since her mother was reportedly an Antifa-like protester in 1964, and
her father, who retired on an American taxpayer funded pension, remained a non-citizen
still loyal to the government of Jamaica.
It is not necessary to rehash the peccadilloes of Bill Clinton or the broken promises of
Obama or “let them eat ice cream” Pelosi or
the insanity that flows like a sewer from the
current crop of leftist and RINO Senate and
House members. How could we have let this
happen?
Our first President, George Washington,
predicted this unhappy state of affairs when he
said, “It is impossible to rightly govern the
world without God and the Bible. Do not ever
let anyone claim to be a true American patriot
if they ever attempt to separate religion from
politics.”
That was then—the following is now!
On the other hand, Brock Chisholm, former
Director-General of United Nation’s World
Health Organization (WHO) said, “To achieve
a world government (NWO), it is necessary to
remove from the minds of men their individualism, their loyalty to their families, national
patriotism, and religion.”
Can we not see that happening?
As Congress yields its constitutional powers to the Executive and Judicial branches of
government, and the states yield their greater
power to the federal government, and we as

American citizens yield our ultimate power to
all the above, it should not come as a surprise
that China, Russia, and the Mid Eastern Bloc
are licking their chops as a weakened super
power bares its throat to the teeth of our enemies.
Does this mean that America is finished?
Are we destined to become another communist failure? Will the new normal be permanent masking, implanted ID chips, standing
in line for toilet paper and food, no travel
without permission from big brother and worshiping only in secret?
There are two possible answers:
(1) Patriots must rise up and fight back
against swamp creatures through a barrage
of phone calls, postcards, peaceful protests and by being an army dedicated to
demanding honest elections. If you are
able, run for a local office and work up
through the system for reform. Let your
pastor know that the church has a responsibility to educate the membership in supporting men and women of Godly
character. Pray for the hand of God to intervene and restore the nation blessed by
Him from the founding.

Still, there are positive signs appearing that
will be a permanent part of Heartland Herald
content and it is to the best interest to you and
to others that you persuade to subscribe for
every issue.
In the meantime, as Christians we understand the meaning of Luke 21:28 that says,
“…lift up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.” rtbwriter5163@gmail.com

IS IT POSSIBLE THAT SOCIALISTS ARE UNAWARE
THAT ALL THEY SAY AND DO
IS ON RECORD?

But, be aware there may be another answer:

(2) Daniel 2:21 says, “…He (God) removes
kings and sets up kings; he gives wisdom
to the wise and knowledge to those who
have understanding.” Sometimes rulers
are given to bless or even restore a nation
that strives for morality and obedience.
Sadly, a nation that kills its unborn, teaches immoral sexuality to youth, mocks the
Creator God and His faithful and destroys
the boundaries of sovereignty may be
temporarily placed under the yoke of tyrannical leaders.
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I’VE BEEN CANCELLED
By Karen Schoen

This morning I got up and took my dog out.
He was acting funny. He wouldn't listen. I
said, “walk.” He ran. I said “sit;” he stood. I
couldn't figure out what was going on.
Then I opened my computer to check my
emails. After scrolling through them I came

across an article that explained everything. I
am being cancelled.
https://flagandcross.com/davidson-karenskyles-labels-for-people-the-left-would-like-tocancel/
It is bad enough my friends, ex-friends actually and most of my family don't talk to me
since I made fun of them for parading around
in pink vagina hats supporting abortion for all
at any time. Worst of all, I live in Florida. I
don't wear a mask. I support MAGA. I expose
the communists. I recognize we have a border
crisis. I don't believe that man can control the
weather.
As a former teacher, I want our kids to
learn reading, writing and math not how to
have sex, become a trans or hate their families, friends and America. I want them to be
taught how to think, not what to think. I want
the students to learn common sense, to excel,
not be mediocre and get a participation trophy.
But I am being cancelled. Who do I call?
Did the administration set up a new division
The Cancellation Police? Do I tell my hubby I
can't help on the farm? I tried that it didn't
work. When I told him I couldn't pull weeds
because I was cancelled, he said, “nice try Karen. Sorry you will always be my Karen.”
What do I do? Am I now a victim of name
supremacy racism? Will my SSI be cancelled?
My Medicare? My mortgage? My credit
cards? My job? Who will help me as my identity is being erased? ACLU?, SPLC? Who do
I sue? Will SCOTUS take my case?
Wait a minute. I took a deep breath. I
went over to my CD player. Turned up the
volume and played “I Will Survive,” by Gloria Gaynor over and over. I followed it up
with “We are the Champions,” by Queen. I
reinforced my personal inner strength, I

looked in the mirror and said, “Sticks and
stones can break my bones, but words can
never harm me.”
The cancel culture fanatics don't know
me. They never met me so why on earth
should I pay the least bit of attention to their
stupidity. Besides, people who cancel others
are mostly jealous and have no successful
lives or accomplishments on their own. They
get their kicks by trying to destroy someone
they don't even know. Why should I care what
they think? They certainly don't care about
me.
So to all the cancel culture freaks out there
who have nothing better to do except let their
insecurity, helplessness and envy run their
lives, because they are not a Karen, I cancel
you. I will not comply.
My name is KAREN and I approve this
message.

LETTER TO MY YOUNGER
SELF ABOUT LAW AND
ORDER
By Chris Wright, Daily Skirmish

When I was a young teen in the tumultuous
1960s, I would hear the old fuddy-duddies talk
about law & order and society breaking down.
‘What’s the big deal’, I wondered. Now, I’m
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the old fuddy-duddy and this is what I have to
say to my younger self:
Listen, kid. This country is nothing without
the Rule of Law and, today, the Rule of Law
is under severe attack. Just look at today’s
news. Law enforcement had to use flash
bangs, tear gas, and rubber bullets to disperse
rioters in the Minneapolis suburb of Brooklyn
Center. 40 people were arrested.
CBS News Rioters in Portland set dumpsters on fire, threw rocks through windows of
a police precinct, and threw fireworks at police. Gateway Pundit. There is no justification
for rioting. If the rioters have complaints, rioting is not their only choice; there are lawful
ways to petition government for redress of
grievances. This issue was identified hundreds
of years ago and the remedy is right there in
the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
which embodies the Rule of Law.
Street rioting is not the only problem here.
The city manager of Brooklyn Center was
fired after calling for due process of law for
the officer involved in the apparently accidental shooting of Daunte Wright. After the
emergency vote, City Council Member Kris
Lawrence-Anderson said she voted to fire the
city manager because she was afraid of retaliation by rioters who might damage her property
if she voted the other way. “He was doing a
great job. I respect him dearly. I didn't want
repercussions at a personal level,” she said. In
other words, she threw the Rule of Law under
the bus and gave into the mob.
She might be a coward, but the politicians
complicit in the months of rioting in Portland
and the persistence of lawless autonomous
zones around be country are far worse. That’s
not just cowardice. That’s a career move.
Here’s the game: let things rage out of control

and people will beg for authoritarian solutions.
These left-wing politicians will be only too
happy to supply them - ‘Just give us more
power, we’ll keep you safe.’ This is a breakdown, not only of law & order, but of the
country itself. Pieces are seceding; I don’t
know what else to call it.
So if you like things spinning out of control
and flying apart, you should love what’s been
called the Soros DAs. These are prosecutors
now in office around the country who are not
just ‘soft on crime’. They have radical notions
like tearing up the law books and not enforcing laws passed by the legislature if the prosecutor deems the laws unworthy of enforcement.
We’ve been here before. Things have been
pretty quiescent in this country for the last 50
years until recently, but there was a lot of labor strife in the 1870s, anarchists blowing
people up with bombs in the 19-teens and
‘20s, and campus unrest and riots over Vietnam and civil rights in the 1960s when I was
a young teen wondering ‘is this normal?’
It’s not normal to have people rioting in the
streets. It’s not normal for politicians to cave
in to the mob. It’s not normal to have politicians put their stamp of approval on months of
rioting and refuse to intervene. So yes, kid,
law & order IS important and the grassroots
better organize more effectively to stop the
madness before authoritarians seize the moment to seize our liberties. I can’t tell you
what made Rome fall, but I can tell that, at the
end, no one was left who was willing to fight
for the Idea of Rome. It’s time to hear from
the people who are willing to fight for the
American Idea - one nation where the people
are sovereign and free, with a government of
laws, not men. That’s the big deal. If the

American Idea isn’t worth fighting for, I don’t
know what is. But that makes me an old fuddy-duddy, I suppose.

WHAT HAVE WE DONE?
By E.P. Unum

When Joseph R. Biden was inaugurated as the
de facto 46th President of the United this historical event attended primarily by 26,000 National Guard Troops, FBI, NSA, CIA
Operatives.
Apparently, additional security was
deemed necessary for a President-Elect who
received allegedly 80 million votes, more than
any other person in the history of our country.
All of the peaceful riots throughout the
summer and fall, where stores and businesses
were looted and destroyed, monuments toppled and police and citizens were killed, did
not require the assistance of armed troops to
quell those activities.

Of the 17 Executive Actions signed by the
new President on his first afternoon in office,
none of those offer any hope or unity, nor are
they of any benefit to the American people or
to America. Indeed, they will drive us further
downward. But there are some lessons we can
learn from the new change in leadership to the
America we know.
Perhaps now you understand why there
was never any action against the Clintons or
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Obama, how they destroyed emails and evidence and phones and servers, how they spied
and wiretapped, how they lied to the FISA
Court, had conversations on the tarmac, sent
emails to cover their rears after key meetings,
how Comey and Brennan and Clapper never
were brought to justice, how the FBI and CIA
lied, how the Steele Dossier, paid for by Hillary Clinton, was passed along, how phones got
factory reset, how leak after leak to an accomplice, corrupt media went unchecked, why
George Soros is always in the shadows, why
they screamed Russia and pushed a sham impeachment, why no one ever went to jail, why
no one was ever charged, why nothing ever
happened.
Perhaps now you know why there was no
wrongdoing in the falsification of the FISA
warrants, why the Durham Report was delayed, why Hunter Biden has not been
charged, why the FBI sat on his laptop for almost a year while Trump was being impeached on fictitious charges, why the Bidens'
connection to China was overlooked, as was
unleashed the perfect weapon, a virus that was
weaponized politically to bring down the
greatest economy ever known to man and, at
the same time, usher in an unverifiable and
unnecessary system of mail-in voting that corrupted the very foundation of our Constitutional Republic.
Maybe now you can understand why the
media is 24/7 propaganda and lies, why up is
down and down is up, right is wrong and
wrong is right, why social media can now silence the First Amendment and speak over the
President of the United States.
This has been the plan by the Deep State
all along. They didn't expect Trump to win in
2016. He messed up their plans, and delayed

them a little...four years to be exact. They
weren't about to let it happen again. COVID19 was like manna from heaven for democrats
and the socialist left, and it was weaponized
by governors who shut down their states and
crumbled their economies out of fear. The
media, never ones to let a good crisis go to
waste, helped shame and kill the economy,
and unverifiable mail-in ballots were just the
trick to make sure the 47-year career politician, allegedly with hands in Chinese payrolls,
the man who couldn't finish a sentence or collect a crowd, miraculously became the most
popular vote recipient of all time.

America will be overtaken by China as the
largest economy in the world and we will find
ourselves in the middle of great turmoil and
upheaval with lots of civil strife that will make
2020 look like a walk in the park.
The national elections from here on will
be decided by New York City, Chicago, and
California. The Constitutional Republic we
created will be dead. Mob rule and appeasement will run rampant. The candidate who offers the most from the Treasury will get the
most votes. But the votes cast won't matter;
just the ones received and counted.

We have just witnessed a silent, bloodless
coup; the beginning of the downward slide
of capitalism and the free-enterprise system
into the abyss of socialism and communism.
What a remarkable achievement!
We have sacrificed the greatest engine of
freedom, growth, and prosperity known to
man on the altar of ignorance and totalitarianism. Think about this:
President Trump made us energy independent. For the first time in our history, the
U.S.A. became an oil-exporting nation.
Biden's illogical and corrupt dismantling of
the Keystone Pipeline not only displaced
42,000 high-paying union jobs, but now Canada will sell the oil in Alberta BC to China
while we search for new supplies at higher
prices. Well done, Joe!
In a couple of years, we will see the onslaught of inflation, high unemployment, less
productivity as more and more people become
dependent on the government for subsistence,
all of which is the natural course of socialism.
The dollar will no longer be the world's
reserve currency, and America will no longer
be the bastion of freedom it once was.

Benjamin Franklin, after the Constitutional
Convention in 1787, heard someone shout out,
“Doctor, what have we got? A republic or a
monarchy?'“ Franklin responded, “A republic,
if you can keep it.”
Ladies and gentlemen, we have now lost
the Republic our forefathers bequeathed to us,
and that we fought and bled for these past two
hundred and forty-five years. Some of you are
wondering how this came to pass. The answer:
We did it to ourselves:
• We turned from God.
• We turned from family.
• We turned from our country, our Flag, our
Monuments to our leaders who paved the way
to our civilization and way of life.
• We embraced degeneracy culture, inviting
pornography into our laptops and homes.
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We found it easier to send emails or Facebook or Twitter posts to a friend or co-worker
ten feet away from us rather than walking over
to chat with them.
• We took for granted what brave men and
women fought and died to give us. Their sacrifices are no longer valued, replaced instead
with scorn.
We disregarded history and all it teaches.
On our watch, America just died a little.
It's likely she'll never be the same again. Not
until the 74 million Americans who voted for
President Trump stand up and shout “we will
no longer tolerate this and we want our country back” and do something about it.
For starters, get off Twitter and Facebook
and refuse to be a part of their efforts to disrespect the First Amendment. If companies want
to insult all the people who supported President Trump by denying them jobs, fight back.
Don't buy their products. Shun them. Until we
take those steps, they will continue to wield
their power, but the ultimate power is in our
hands...the power of the consumer.
We did this to ourselves. We made our
bed, now we have to lie in it...until we get off
our butts and remake it. It is time to do something about it. Sadly, some still do not know
what they have done. They know now. To
them, I say...if you kick a dog long enough,
pretty soon he's gonna bite. I am tired of being
kicked and insulted and disregarded as if I
don't matter.
We do matter.
•

Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty—the
power is ever stealing from the many to the
few. The hand entrusted with power becomes the necessary enemy of the people.
Wendall Phillips

67% SAY THEY ARE
DISSATISFIED
By Mike Huckabee

To listen to the White House media cheerleaders like NBC, you’d think that President Biden’s poll numbers show he’s as
popular as Michael Jordan handing out
free money. But Liz Peek at Fox News
took a deep dive into the details of those
polls, and they tell a slightly different story. I might describe it as a story about a lot
of policies that Americans hate and a President who isn’t getting the blame for them
that he deserves because the media are
desperately covering for him.
How much longer can they keep plastering over reality, especially with the obvious disastrous consequences of Biden’s
policies, such as the situation on the border? Hard to say, but it appears some
cracks are already forming: 67% of respondents in one poll are dissatisfied with
the way things are going, and Biden’s ratings on honesty and leadership are falling
while the number who think he’s dividing
the country has jumped.
The good news: I think the day is fast
approaching when all Americans can
come together to agree on at least one
thing: Joe Biden is really dividing the
country.

Pray for the peace of Jerusalem:
"May those who love you be secure.”
Psalm 122:6

FROM SOFT LIBERALISM TO
IRON-FISTED LEFTISM IN
TODAY’S U.S. MILITARY
By Major Aaron Reitz, USMC Reserve

In the Marine Corps, we don't have quotas, but
we do have goals. And Marines accomplish
goals,” my officer-in-charge told me and a
few other brand-new second lieutenants, each
of us assigned to temporary recruiting duty
while awaiting orders to Quantico. The captain then told us we had to sign up a certain
number of college-enrolled racial minorities
and females No need to be too strict on physical fitness or academics, he said. Just bring
them in.
That was in 2009. Discrimination of this
sort has been an ingrained yet lamentable part
of the military's recruitment, retention and
promotion practices for many years. But my
fellow officers and I couldn't have imagined
that, 12 years later, our disagreement with these policies would get us labeled “racist,” “sexist,” “bigoted” or “extremists” worthy of
“eradication” and “elimination” from the
USMC. Yet the Sergeant Major of the Marine
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Corps said as much in his February 22 “core
values” memo.
I'm now a major in the Marine Corps Reserve and a member of a formerly all-male infantry battalion. This past weekend we had
our monthly drill period. A few days before
drill, the command told us that all scheduled
training on Sunday morning was canceled and
replaced with a “stand-down to address extremism in the ranks”
It was left-wing political programming, as
direct as it sounds.
We were instructed that there is a Talibanlike threat in the United States called “domestic terrorism.” These terrorists are characterized in part by “anti-government,” “antiauthority” or “abortion-related” extremism
and various “supremacist” ideas. None of these terms are defined. The Marine Corps entrusts the government's HR department to
figure that out.
Reporting requirements are key. Do you
suspect someone supports an “extremist ideology?” Alert the chain of command. Have you
heard a Marine express “contempt toward officials?” Notify the Naval Criminal Investigative Service. Don't handle anything on your
own. Just rat them out. After all, “service is a
privilege” and it'd be a shame to lose that privilege for failing to do your part to stamp out
“extremists.” One PowerPoint slide posed this
imperative in stark terms: “Do you want to be
a Marine or do you want to be part of an organization that sows disunity and hate. You
cannot have divided loyalties.”
Where did all this come from? Soft liberalism has taken root in the military over several
decades. These alarming trends are already
well documented in James Hasson's book
Stand Down: How Social Justice Warriors Are

Sabotaging America's Military. But in the
wake of President Joe Biden's election—and
more precipitously since the January 6 “insurrection”—bureaucratic progressivism has
hardened into iron-fisted wokeism.
January 6 provided the pretext that the
government, media and Democratic Party
needed to drum up paranoia about whitenationalist domestic terrorism. A month later,
Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin issued a
memo to all Pentagon leadership laying the
groundwork for my unit's Sunday morning indoctrination.
In his memo, Austin announced that the
Department of Defense “will not tolerate...actions associated with extremist or dissident ideologies” and ordered all 1.4 million
personnel to receive “extremism” training.
And he promised it was just the beginning: the
“stand-down is just the first initiative of what I
believe must be a concerted effort
to...eliminate the corrosive effects that extremist ideology and conduct have on the workforce.”
Acting Secretary of the Navy Thomas
Harker followed with his own memo. He announced the objective for the entire Navy Department: nothing short of “eradicating
extremism.” How? By rooting out “actions
that betray our oaths” like promoting “ideology” or “doctrine” that challenges the “gender
identity and sexual orientation” agenda or advancing efforts that allegedly “deprive individuals of their civil rights.”
In other words, advocating for the Biblical
view of sex and marriage in law and policy is,
according to today's armed forces, tantamount
to oath betrayal.
Then came the Marine Corps' turn to
mouth the right things about “extremism.” In

late February, the highest-ranking enlisted
Marine issued a memo to all hands condemning our institutional failure to “completely
eliminate,” “eradicate,” and “conquer” all
“racists, bigots, homophobes and bullies.”
Those people “are not welcome” in the military. “It is impossible,” the memo says, “to be
both a good Marine and be any one of those
things at the same time.” Again, specifics of
“those things” are undefined. The author of
the memo and the four-star Commandant
leave that to the military's Diversity and Inclusion Task Force.
Finally, on March 5, the Marine Corps released an official directive: no later than April
2, all “commanders and supervisors at all levels will conduct and document a leadership
stand-down in order to address issues of extremism in the ranks.” The commandant included a video with the directive, saying, “We
must continuously strive to eliminate any division in our ranks.”
We all know what that means: any dissension on any issue that Biden-appointed top
brass says is racist, sexist or homophobic will
not be tolerated.
There is no doubt as to where all this is
headed. The Pentagon's swift and coordinated
“smiting” of Tucker Carlson, who had the gall
to “diss” the idea of sending pregnant women
to war—an obviously absurd idea to all but
the most politically correct officers grasping
for a promotion—makes it very clear.
How did we get here? The truth is that today's military is running on the fumes of our
vastly superior forefathers and the evershrinking proportion of each branch that still
does truly heroic work and accomplishes truly
extraordinary feats. The rest is a bloated mili-
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tary-industrial complex given over to Fortune
500-style corporate progressivism.
And if it's bad in the Marine Corps, imagine how much worse it is in the other services.
America's enemies are laughing at us.
Frankly, we deserve it. But it doesn't need to
be this way. To get back on top, our military
must reject “extremism” training, reverse all
the progressive policies enacted over the past
several years, return to a true meritocracy and
focus exclusively on the only thing that matters: winning wars.
We need a military fit for real warriors—
not the social justice kind.

Want to help the Heartland Herald to reach more people?
Please send a check or money
order of any amount to:
Heartland Herald
P.O. Box 8254
Sebring FL 33872
"If the people are capable of understanding, seeing and feeling the differences between true and false, right and wrong,
virtue and vice, to what better principle
can the friends of mankind apply than to
the sense of this difference?"
John Adams (1775)

DOCTORS
(A) The number of physicians in the
U.S. is 700,000.
(B) Accidental deaths caused by Physicians per year are 120,000.
(C) Accidental deaths per physician is

0.171
Statistics courtesy of U.S. Dept. of
Health and Human Services.

BLM IS FINALLY FACING
SCRUTINY, CRITICISM

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Now think about this:
GUNS (2016 data)
(A) The number of gun owners in the
U.S. 80,000,000. (Yes, that's 80 million)
(B) The number of accidental gun
deaths per year, all age groups 1,500.
(C) The number of accidental deaths
per gun owner .0000188
Statistics courtesy of FBI
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
So, statistically, doctors are approximately 9,000 times more dangerous
than gun owners.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
FACT: NOT EVERYONE HAS A
GUN, BUT
Almost everyone has at least one doctor.
This means you are over 9,000 times
more likely to be killed by a doctor as
by a gun owner!!!
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Please alert your friends to this alarming threat.
We must ban doctors before this gets
completely out of hand!!!!!
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Out of concern for the public at large,
We withheld the statistics on

The news that Patrisse Khan-Cullors, the
“trained Marxist” co-founder of Black Lives
Matter, has been spending millions of dollars
on multiple homes in overwhelmingly white
upscale neighborhoods is finally forcing some
people to take a closer look at the yawning
gap between that group’s untouchable media
image and reality.
Khan-Cullor tried to blame the criticism
of her actions on racist right-wing media attacking a black woman for trying to improve
her family’s lives, but there are fellow BLM
leaders and black community activists who are
also demanding investigations.
Meanwhile, the mother of Breonna Taylor,
who was killed in a police raid in Louisville,
Kentucky, wrote a scathing Facebook post,
blasting the local BLM chapter and Democratic State Rep. Attica Scott.
Tamika Palmer says that while several other community activists reached out to help her
after her daughter’s death, she called BLM
Louisville and Rep. Scott “frauds.” She said
the BLM group claimed they’d been there for
her from day one, but she’s never personally
dealt with them. She said BLM Louisville
raised money in her daughter’s name and never did a thing to help her family; and that she
could walk into a room with all these people
who claim to have been there for her, and they
wouldn’t even know who she was.
There’s more at the link, including an accusation that BLM organizers had made death
threats against people. You’ll have to go there
to see Ms. Palmer’s full post because she removed it from Facebook. I wonder why.

LAWYERS
for fear the shock would cause people to
panic and seek medical attention!

By Mike Huckabee
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YOU CAN GET EVEN MORE OF THE CONSERVATIVE VIEWS AND NEWS FROM EDITORS
AND STAFF OF HEARTLAND HERALD PUBLICATIONS ON RADIO OR MOBILE DEVICE
WHEREVER YOU ARE!
IN THE SEBRING FLORIDA AREA, TUNE TO
WWTK 730AM FOR THE BARRY FOSTER SHOW
WITH DALE, JOHN AND CHAPLAIN R.T. EVERY
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY MORNING FROM 810AM.
YOU CAN ALSO LISTEN TO US LIVE BY DOWNLOADING THE FREE APP AT
NEWSTALK730AM.COM
P.S. CALL IN AT 863-385-9985 AND JOIN US
LIVE ON THE AIR

ASYLUM
By Betty Hendsbee

Asylum (protection) is granted to one who has
left his country as a political refugee. The Liberals say America is a racist country which
causes one to wonder if America is so bad,
why are so many desperate to get here.
Marxism is the enemy within us. You cannot say anything against Marxism, which is
Socialism that is designed to undercut the
American way of life and liberty; or the liberal
media shuts you down. Like Maxine Waters
told Jim Jordon to “sit down and shut up” at a
Congressional meeting.

April 18th Maxine Waters, a California
Democrat with police escort was in Minneapolis inciting Black Lives Matter to continue to
riot. She encouraged BLM to be more aggressive. Incidentally this is what Waters accused
President Trump of for the Jan 6th break-in at
the Capitol. Gross hypocrisy!
Black Lives Matter, co-founder, Patrisse
Cullors states they are trained Marxists connected to the Weather Underground a Socialist
movement with the goal to overthrow the U.S.
government. Now Cullors is calling people
“racist and sexist” because they question her
the spending of BLM’s money on a $1.4 million dollar home in Los Angles along with two
other homes in LA and a 32-acre property in
Georgia for $415,000.00.
There is another definition of asylum, an
institution offering shelter to those who are
mentally ill. The 2008 Democratic plank says,
“stands for hope; and gives everyone willing
to work hard to make the most of their ‘Godgiven potential.’ ” Then in 2012 the Democrats removed “God-given”. While the Republicans increased their platform to include God,
stating, “American’s talents, right to selfdefense, natural beauty, were all designated as
‘God-given.’ ”
In the case of Daunte Wright, who was fatally shot when the police officer accidently
drew her gun instead of the stun gun, the officer was charged 3 days later with seconddegree manslaughter because the Democrats
removed God. “The LORD spake: ‘Appoint
you cities to be cities of refuge for you; that
the slayer which killeth any person at unawares, until he stand before the congregation
(court) in judgment.’ ” (Numbers 35:11-12)
Racism is the characterization of liberal
minds. God also said, He “hath made of one

blood all nations.” (Acts 17:26) We could
wonder if under the Democrat’s healthcare, if
you need a blood transfusion it will come
from a bag with your race on the label?
It makes one wonder if the inmates of the
asylum are running our government?

THOMAS ON SCOTUS VOTER
FRAUD DECISION: WE FAILED
From lifenews.com

After the U.S. Supreme Court’s refusal to consider a case against the state of Pennsylvania
that allowed postdated mail -in ballots to be
counted, Justice Clarence Thomas wrote a
scathing dissent.
He stated that while decisions to rewrite
election rules seem to have affected too few
ballots to change the outcome, “that may not
be the case in the future.”
He continued, “These cases provided us
with an ideal opportunity to address just what
authority non-legislative officials have to set
election rules and to do so well before the next
election cycle. The refusal to do so is inexplicable. We failed to settle this dispute before
the election, and thus provide clear rules.
Now we again fail to provide clear rules for
future elections ... Our fellow citizens deserve
better and expect more from us.”

NY TIMES: BIDEN MOST RELIGIOUS PRESIDENT
From nytimes.com

Three days after his inauguration, the ultra
liberal New York Times suggested that as a
lifelong Catholic, President Joe Biden might
be the “most religiously observant” U.S. PresPage 11 of 14

ident in 50 years. But the article admitted
Biden’s administration will depict “a different,
more liberal Christianity.” Referencing Jesus’
teachings, the article said that nations are
judged by their treatment of “the least of these” including the hungry, the sick, and the
immigrant. Biden was praised for concentrating on these issues.
Ironically, many Christian leaders found it
troubling that the president advocates for
wholesale abortion of pre-born babies, the
most vulnerable of the “least of these”.
In a recent column, Father Jerry Pokorsky, a
Virginia Catholic Priest in the Diocese of Arlington, adamantly disputed Biden’s depictions as a devout Catholic.

RECOMMENDED ARTICLES
An Evidence Based Scientific Analysis Of
Why Masks are Ineffective, Unnecessary
and Harmful
https://meehanmd.com/blog/post/173679/anevidence-based-scientific-analysis-of-why-

masks-are-ineffective-unnecessary-andharmful
Alliance Defending Freedom LGBTQ Lawsuit Schools on Religious Freedom
https://dailycaller.com/2021/04/12/alliancedefending-freedom-lgbtq-lawsuit-schoolsreligious-freedom/
New US Republic Via Global Currency Reset
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/04/10/newus-republic-via-global-currency-reset/
The Information Monopoly
https://drdansfreedomforum.com/theinformation-monopoly/
Say No To Vaccine Passports
https://lifepetitions.com/petition/say-no-tovaccinepassports/?utm_source=PT_NO_VAXX_PASS&u
tm_source=LifeSiteNews.com&utm_campaig
n=57fe8ee032-MV-NO-VAXX-PASS-3-1221&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_12387
f0e3e-57fe8ee032-407250734
Until GOP Fights Like Dems, There is no
Point in Winning Elections
https://www.wnd.com/2021/04/gop-fightslike-dems-no-point-winningelcions/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=w
ndnewsletter&utm_campaign=dailyam&utm_content=n
ewsletter&ats_es=0a8221ee706044f21cdd787cc8fb3
a3d

RECOMMENDED VIDEOS
Kentucky All State Choir sings National
Anthem - 3 min.

https://youtu.be/y49Omj1onuI

Mike Lindell Presents “Absolute Interference” on the corruption in 2020 election - 2 hrs. 4 min.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kSOOam4Oa
YZ8/

Full Speech by Lin Wood at Health and
Freedom Conference - 46 min.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7ClHugd0CO
NM/

General Flynn - Health and Freedom
Conference - April 17th - 28 min.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7ClHugd0CO
NM/

Access the new Frank Speech web site
by Michael Lindell - New social media
web site - www.frankspeech.com
The Tide is Starting to Turn - Dutch Sheets
- 19. min. https://youtu.be/gzQl5dz_GsE
Trump , The Border and UFOs - The Dan
Bongino Show - 1 hr.
https://rumble.com/vex13h-ep.-1482-trumpthe-border-and-ufos-the-dan-bonginoshow.html?mref=6zof&mc=dgip3&utm_sourc
e=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_cam
paign=The+Dan+Bongino+Show&ep=2
Unmasked: Have We Uncovered the Truth
About The 2020 Elections? - 16 min.
https://x22report.com/
Juan O. Savin - Answers the question
https://youtu.be/N81JoGMOgLo
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May God bless you and yours
and God Bless America!

FLORIDA; LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION
X

District

Representative

DC Phone #

District Phone #

1

Matt Gaetz (R)

202 225 4136

2

Neal Dunn (R)

205 225 5235

3

Kat Cammack (R)

202 225 5744

Orange Park 904 276 9626

4

John Rutherford (R)

202 225 2501

Jacksonville 904 831 5205

5

Al Lawson (D)

202 225 0123

Tallahassee 850 558 9450

6

Michael Waltz (R)

202 225 2706

Deland

386 279 0707

7

Stephanie Murphy (D)

202 225 4035

Orlando

888 205 5421

8

Bill Posey (R)

202 225 3671

Melborne

321 632 1776

9

Darren Soto (D)

202 225 9889

Haines City 202 600 0843

10

Val Demings (D)

202 225 2176

Orlando 321 388 9808

11

Daniel Webster (R)

202 225 1002

Leesburg 352 241 9220

12

Gus Bilirakis (R)

202 225 5755

New Port Ritchey 727 232 2921

13

Charlie Christ (D)

202 225 5961

14

Kathy Castor (D)

202 225 3376

15

Scott Franklin (R)

202 225 1252

Lakeland 863 644 8215

16

Van Buchanan (R)

202 225 5015

Sarasota 941 748 1564

17

Greg Steube (R)

202 225 5792

Lake Placid 941 575 9103

18

Brian Mast (R)

202 225 3026

Port St. Lucie 772 336 2877

19

Byron Donalds (R)

202 225 2536

Collier Co. 239 252 6225

20

Alcee Hastings (D)

202 225 1313

Broward Co. 954 733 2800

21

Lois Frankel (D)

202 225 9890

Boca Raton 561 998 9045

22

Ted Deutch (R)

202 225 3001

Boca Raton 561 470 5440

23

Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D)

202 225 7931

Sunrise 954 845 1179

24

Federica Wilson (D)

202 225 4506

Hollywood 954 921 3682

25

Mario Deaz-Balart (R)

202 225 4211

Naples 239 348 1620

26

Carlos Gimenez (R)

202 225 2778

Miami 305 222 0160

27
Maria Elvira Salazar (R)
All Florida Democrats Representatives voted to impeach President Trump.

Ft. Walden Beach 850 479 1183
Tallahassee

St. Petersburg
Tampa

850 891 8610

727 318 6770
813 871 2817

202 225 3931
Miami 305 222 0160
All Florida Republican Representatives voted NOT to impeach President Trump.

